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This paper presents a novel formation control method for a large number of robots
or vehicles described by Euler-Lagrange (EL) systems moving in elliptical orbits. A new
coordinate transformation method for phase synchronization of networked EL systems in
elliptical trajectories is introduced to dene desired formation patterns. The proposed
phase synchronization controller synchronizes the motions of agents, thereby yielding a
smaller synchronization error than an uncoupled control law in the presence of bounded
disturbances. A complex time-varying and switching network topology, constructed by the
adaptive graph Laplacian matrix, relaxes the standard requirement of consensus stability,
even permitting stabilization on an arbitrary unbalanced graph. The proofs of stability are
constructed by robust contraction analysis, a relatively new nonlinear stability tool. An
example of reconguring swarms of spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit shows the eectiveness
of the proposed phase synchronization controller for a large number of complex EL systems
moving in elliptical orbits.
I. Introduction
Cooperative control in robotic networks has been receiving considerable attention due to its numerous appli-
cations ranging from underwater29 and ground vehicles to spacecraft formation ying.2,26 More challenging
applications of cooperative control include a new formation ying mission to y swarms of spacecraft.8,17
The sheer number of spacecraft involved in spacecraft swarms signicantly complicates the formation control
problem.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a new control strategy that can reduce the complexity of
controlling thousands of EL systems moving in multiple elliptical orbits. This problem is motivated by
elliptical relative motions of multiple spacecraft in Earth's gravitational eld. However, the elliptical trajec-
tories are also used for guidance problems in unmanned aerial vehicles20 and obstacle avoidance of multiple
autonomous underwater vehicles.7
There have been a variety of studies on cooperative control/estimation in networked systems. Olfati-
Saber & Murray19 investigated the average consensus problem for directed graphs with time delays. Fax &
Murray6 considered a decentralized control law for networked vehicles, constructed by identical linear time-
invariant (LTI) systems. Cortes et al.4 presented a coverage control method based on a gradient descent
algorithm. A path following synchronization controller that exploits passivity properties was proposed by
Ihle et al.12 Nesic & Teel18 derived a global asymptotic stability condition for networked systems by using
input-to-state stability (ISS). Ruer et al.25 identied connections between cooperative systems and ISS for
large-scale systems by means of a comparison principle.13 Hong, Hu & Gao10 and Hong, Chen & Bushnell9
proposed a leader-follower tracking controller on a time-varying network topology. However, the stability of
discontinuous intervals of the variable topology was not analyzed. Smith & Hadaegh28 investigated stability
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conditions of a decentralized estimator, while Subbotin & Smith30 studied a more generalized state estima-
tor for distributed LTI systems via convex optimization. Ren & Beard24 solved consensus problems with a
time-varying topology and directed graphs. However, most prior work used simplied dynamic models (e.g.,
LTI systems or double integrator dynamics) in contrast with EL systems considered in this paper. Many net-
worked dynamic systems are more accurately modeled as highly nonlinear systems, which often necessitate
sophisticated nonlinear control methods along with rigorous nonlinear stability proofs. Most prior studies
dealing with switching topologies focused on the stability problem itself but did not suggest how to change
the network topology.
The tracking control problem can be formulated either as a leader-follower problem or a leaderless case.23
However, a leaderless formation control might result in unwanted formation drifts. We can expect smaller
state errors if tracking control is considered together with the synchronization, which is one of the con-
tributions of this paper. For periodic motion control, a cyclic pursuit strategy for cooperative control
of multi-agents in three-dimensional (3D) space was investigated by Kim & Sugie14 where circular motions
were considered. Chung & Slotine3 presented a generalization of the average consensus problem of networked
EL systems possibly with a smooth time-varying topology by combining the tracking and synchronization
problems. Another contribution of3 is to construct a very complex stabilizing network by using concurrent
synchronization. Based on,3 a combined controller for attitude and trajectory motions of spacecraft forma-
tion ying was introduced in,2 which utilizes phase synchronization in circular motions.
In this paper, we present the phase synchronization control of multiple EL systems whose translational
state variables follow multiple elliptical orbits. The synchronization in this paper means exact matching
of all variables rotated by prescribed phase angles. We summarize the main contributions of the paper as
follows.
First, the proposed phase synchronization controller automatically generates a time-varying network
topology by means of the adaptive graph Laplacians and the distance-based connectivity method whose
preliminary results were presented in.1 Note that the connectivity method determines the number of com-
municating neighbors so that a computational burden can be reduced accordingly. This way, a large number
of agents in a network can be eectively synchronized and recongured without having to dene stabilizing
network topologies a priori. The phase synchronization controller eliminates the need for having a balanced
graph (i.e., the number of inputs from neighboring agents equals the number of outputs) for synchroniza-
tion.19
Second, we prove exponential stability for the highly complicated and networked EL systems controlled
by the proposed formation controller in the presence of disturbances and model uncertainties. The proposed
controller ensures a smaller synchronization error in the presence of model uncertainties than an uncoupled
tracking controller. This justies the combined synchronization and tracking control framework for robotic
networks, rst introduced in.3 For the nonlinear stability proofs, we use contraction analysis,16 which has
recently been successfully applied to network systems.3,21,31
Third, the proposed coordinate transformation method and the phase angle shift method facilitate a
phase angle shift in any ellipse in 3D space so that the elliptical motions of the networked EL system can be
described by the combination of circular and sinusoidal motions in a new coordinate system. We investigate
the eectiveness of the proposed methods by simulating swarms of spacecraft rotating and reconguring in
multiple periodic relative orbits. The phase dierence between agents on a periodic orbit implies collision-free
motions. In addition, we show how to generate collision-free maneuvers when we recongure a networked
EL system from one orbit to another orbit.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the problem statement is given with a motivating example
of controlling swarms of spacecraft. The phase angle shift method for periodic elliptical orbits are introduced
in Section III. The proposed phase synchronization control law is given in Section IV while stability proofs
are given in Section V. In Section VI, results of simulation are discussed. Concluding remarks are given in
Section VII.
II. Problem Statement and Preliminaries
In this paper, s() = sin() and c() = cos() are used. Also, kk denotes the 2-norm, i.e., kxk =
p
xTx, while
min() and max() denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues. Two vectors concatenated vertically
are written as [q1;q2] = [q
T
1 ;q
T
2 ]
T . A block diagonal matrix of square matrices can be expressed via the
direct sum  such that A  B = diag(A;B). A block diagonal matrix of a series of p matrices can be
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written as [A] = A1 A2     Ap) while the brackets fqg are reserved for a concatenated vector. Also,
A
B 2 Rmpnq denotes the Kronecker product of A 2 Rmn and B 2 Rpq. Also, In 2 Rnn denotes an
identify matrix.
For a robotic network consisting of p EL systems, the dynamic model of the jth agent (1  j  p) is
given as
Mj(qj)qj +Cj(qj ; _qj) _qj +Gj(qj) =  j  Dj(qj ; _qj) (1)
where qj 2 Rn denotes a vector of conguration variables that can encompass both translational (qj;tr 2
R3)and rotational (e.g. robot joint or attitude) motions denoted by qj;other 2 Rn 3 such that
qj = [qj;other;qj;tr] (2)
where qj;other = [qj;1;    ; qj;n 3]T ; qj;tr = [xj ; yj ; zj ]T . One example is a rigid body motion on SE(3). The
inertia matrixMj(qj) > 0 is assumed to be upper bounded and can be written asMj(qj) =Mj;other(qj;other)
mjI3. Also, Mj(qj) 2 Rnn, Cj(qj ; _qj) 2 Rnn, Gj(qj) 2 Rn,  j 2 Rn, and Dj 2 Rn denote the inertia
matrix, the Coriolis/centrifugal forces, the gravitational force, the control input, and the non-conservative
forces, respectively. Note that Cj(qj ; _qj) is chosen such that _Mj(qj)  2Cj(qj ; _qj) is skew-symmetric. This
property is essential to our stability proofs.
We want to design a tracking and phase synchronization control law such that each EL system in the
network can yield a bounded error with respect to its desired trajectory and the trajectories of its neighbors.
The translation motions of the networked EL systems may follow multiple concentric ellipses as shown in
Fig. 1. We use a single or multiple leader agents to dene and recongure the desired trajectories as needed.
Controlling swarms of spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is our motivating example for the present
Figure 1. Problem formulation: multiple EL systems on concentric elliptical orbits in 3D space with phase
angle dierences.
paper.
Example 1 17 The relative translational motion of each spacecraft in the swarm is written with respect to
the Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) frame. The origin of the LVLH frame, called the chief orbital
motion, is described by the classical orbital elements ()a dened in the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI)
frame (see Fig. 2). Note that Fig. 1 shows that the chief motion diers from the leader agent. The relative
translational motion, qj = [xj ; yj ; zj ]
T of the jth spacecraft in the presence of Earth's oblateness (J2 eect)
and atmospheric drag can be written in the form of (1) with ( _Mj   2Cj) being still skew-symmetric despite
a := [a; e; i; 
; !; ], where a; e; i; 
; !;  denote the semimajor axis, eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of
ascending node, argument of perigee, and true anomaly.
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_Mj = 0.
Mjqj +Cj(t) _qj +Gj(qj ;(t)) +Dj(qj ; _qj ;(t)) =  j
Mj = mjI3; Cj((t)) = 2mj
h 0  !z 0
!z 0  !x
0 !x 0
i
; (3)
Gj = mj
"
xj(
2
j !2z) yjz+zj!x!z+(j )sis+r(2j 2)
xjz+yj(
2
j !2z !2x) zjx+(j )sic
xj!x!z+yjx+zj(
2
j !2x)+(j )ci
#
Dj =
   _xjDjvjr+yjDjvjr!z (Djvjr Dvr)R1Vr
  _yjDjvjr xjDjvjr!z+zjDjvjr!x (Djvjr Dvr)R2Vr
  _zjDjvjr yjDjvjr!x (Djvjr Dvr)R3Vr

where , mj, Gj(qj ;(t)), and Dj(qj ; _qj ;(t)) denote the argument of latitude, the mass, the gravitational
force, and atmospheric drag of the jth spacecraft, respectively. The angular acceleration in the LVLH frame
is _!I = [x; y; z]
T = [ _!x; _!y; _!z]
T . The symbols used here are dened as follows17 :  =
p
1  e2,
 = 1 + ec , 
2 = r3 +
kJ2
r5  
5kJ2s
2
i s
2

r5 , 
2
j =

r3j
+
kJ2
r5j
  5kJ2r
2
jZ
r7j
,  =
2kJ2sis
r4 , j =
2kJ2rjZ
r5j
, !x =
 kJ2s2ishr3   DvrR3Vrna , !y = 0, !z = n
2
3 , h = na
2, and rjZ = (r + xj)sis + yjsic + zjci. Also,
Dj =
1
2CDjAjj, where CDj is a drag coecient, Aj the cross-sectional area, and j the air density for the
jth spacecraft. The magnitude of the velocity is denoted by vjr. The symbols without the subscript j indicate
the values for the chief orbital motion.
Figure 2. ECI (I^; J^ ; K^) and LVLH (x^; y^; z^) frames.
In this paper, the agents are assumed to move in elliptical (relative) orbits. We assume that there is an
out-of-plane motion to form an ellipse in 3D space such that
xd(t) = xes( + e0 ); yd(t) = yec( + e0 ); zd(t) = zes( + z0 ) (4)
where xe, ye, ze are the amplitudes. The angular rate n is dened such that _ = n. Also,  e0 and  z0 are
initial conditions for  e and  z.
Example 2 (3) can be linearized in the absence of all the perturbation terms, resulting in a linear dierential
equation called the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equation. The solution to this linear HCW equation can
then easily be obtained. Furthermore, if the initial conditions satisfy _y0 =  2nx0 and _x0 = ny0=2, the
solutions of the HCW equations result in a periodic elliptical motion:
xd(t) = aes e ; yd(t) = 2aec e ; zd(t) = zmaxs z (5)
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where n =
p
=a3, ae =
p
( _x0=n)2 + (3x0 + 2 _y0=n)2,  e =    e0 ,  = nt,  e0 = tan 1 ((3nx0 + 2 _y0)= _x0),
zmax =
p
z20 + ( _z0=n)
2,  z =  +  z0 , and  z0 = tan
 1 (nz0= _z0). Note that the solutions describe elliptical
orbits with the relative semimajor axis (2ae) and the relative semiminor axis (ae) in the x-y plane.
For additional initial conditions to obtain J2-invariant relative orbits, readers are referred to
17 for details.
III. Phase Angle Shift in Elliptical Orbits
A. Derivation of New Coordinate Transformation
The time-varying vector qd(t) denotes the desired trajectory or the trajectory of a leader agent. In this
section, we derive a desired position vector qd;j;tr = [xd;j ; yd;j ; zd;j ]
T from a single pre-determined desired
trajectory qd;tr, shown in (4), or a leader agent moving in an elliptical orbit (see Fig. 1). We assume that
the leader trajectory can be relayed between the agents. Performing a phase angle shift on an ellipse is not
straightforward. As shown in Fig. 1, a constant angular rate n = _ results in a time-varying phase dierence
angle  on each ellipse. The following lemma can be used to perform an angle shift with a constant  on an
elliptical orbit.
Lemma 1 For a networked EL system moving in an elliptical orbit (4), there exists a coordinate transfor-
mation matrix such that q0d = Rfqd, where the original elliptical orbit of qd;tr = [xd; yd; zd]
T is mapped
into a combination of a circular motion in the x0-y0 plane and a sinusoidal function in the z0 axis, where
q0d;tr = [x
0
d; y
0
d; z
0
d]
T .
Proof: We consider two consecutive coordinate transformations. First, we transform the original frame
to the intermediate frame whose xN -yN plane encompasses the elliptical orbit (see Fig. 3). The distance
between the origin and the agent can be found from (4) as
l( ) =
q
x2es
2
( + e0 )
+ y2ec
2
( + e0 )
+ z2es
2
( + z0 )
(6)
Hence, l( ) has the following extrema: lmin = l( ) and lmax = l(3=2  ) since
dl
d 
=
s(2 +2)
q
(x2e y2e+z2e)2 4(x2e y2e)z2es2( e0  z0 )
2l
 = 12 tan
 1

(x2e y2e)s(2 e0 )+z
2
es(2 z0 )
(x2e y2e)c(2 e0 )+z2ec(2 z0 )
 (7)
The unit vectors for the positions of lmin and lmax in the original frame are dened as x^
N and y^N for
the intermediate frame. The last axis z^N is obtained by z^N = x^N  y^N . If fx^; y^; z^g are dened as the
orthonormal unit vectors for the original frame, then the rst rotational transformation matrix Rnf 2 Rnn
is obtained by using a direction cosine matrix such that
R0nf =
264  
xe
lmin
s(  e0 )
ye
lmin
c(  e0 )   zelmin s(  z0 )
  xelmax c(  e0 )  
ye
lmax
s(  e0 )   zelmax c(  z0 )
  yezelminlmax c( e0  z0 ) xezelminlmax s( e0  z0 )
xeye
lminlmax
375.
and Rnf = In 3 R0nf (8)
where we can verify R0nfR
0
nf
T
= R0nf
T
R0nf = I3. The second rotation is related to nding an angle ( x) with
respect to the xN axis such that the motion in the new x0-y0 plane becomes circular. We can notice from
Fig. 3 that lmin becomes a radius of the circle in the new frame. Therefore,  x  0 can be expressed asb
 x = cos
 1 (lmin=lmax) (9)
Figure 3 illustrates the denition of  x and the geometrical relationship between the two frames.
The second transformation matrix Rns 2 Rnn is dened as
Rns( x) = In 3 R0ns( x) = In 3 

1 0 0
0 c x s x
0  s x c x

(10)
bFrom Fig. 3,  x has dual values with dierent signs in [ =2; =2]. We dene  x as a non-negative angle.
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Hence, the coordinate transformation from the original frame to the new frame can be found by (8) and
(10):
q0d(t) =

Rns( x)Rnf

qd =: Rfqd(t) 2 Rn (11)
where q0d = [qd;1; qd;2;    ; qd;(n 3); x0d; y0d; z0d]T . 
Figure 3. The angular rotation  x transforms the intermediate frame (xN -yN -zN) to the new frame (x0-y0-z0).
Now we are ready to show how to shift the position of each member with only one phase shift angle .
Lemma 2 Given the new coordinate system by Rf in (11), there exists a phase angle shift matrix T((j  
1)) 2 R(n+1)(n+1) such that the jth agent can shift its position by (j   1) from the leader agent.
Proof: From the denition of an ellipse in (4), the phase angle shift for the x0-y0 plane is given ash
x0d;j
y0d;j
i
=
h
c(j 1)  s(j 1)
s(j 1) c(j 1)
i h
lminc( +)
 lmins( +)
i
= Tz((j   1))
h
x0d
y0d
i
(12)
For the phase angle shift in the z0 axis, we dene an auxiliary variable Z 0d as Z
0
d := z
0
maxc( +) where
z0max =
p
l2max   l2min  0. Then the angle rotation for z0d and Z 0d can be dened ash
z0d;j
Z0d;j
i
=
h
c(j 1)  s(j 1)
s(j 1) c(j 1)
i h
z0maxs( +)
z0maxc( +)
i
= Tz((j   1))
h
z0d
Z0d
i
(13)
Hence, by combining (12) and (13), the proposed phase angle shift for the jth agent is given as
q00d;j = Tj 1q
00
d =
 
In 3 T0j 1

q00d 2 Rn+1 (14)
q00d = [q
0
d;Z
0
d] = [Rfqd;Z
0
d]
where T0j 1 = Tz((j   1))  Tz((j   1)) 2 R44. The time derivative of q00d;j can be obtained as
_q00d;j = Tj 1 _q
00
d 2 Rn+1 where _q00d = [ _q0d; _Z 0d] with _Z 0d =  z0d _z0d=Z 0d. 
Remark 1 The auxiliary variable Z 0d in q
00
d is used only to apply the phase angle shift to z
0
d. Thus, Z
0
d can
be abandoned from the state vector after the rotation.
Remark 2 If we assume that agents can communicate only with one neighbor, the desired trajectory of
the jth agent is replaced by that of the (j   1)th agent: qd = qj 1 for the jth agent. In this case,
T((j   1)) = T() 8j (1  j  p). Therefore, each member will follow its immediate neighbor with the
phase dierence .
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B. Modication of Conguration Variables
In this paper, the variables with a prime (0) are dened in the new frame that has a circular motion in the
x0-y0 plane while those with a double prime (00) has an auxiliary (n+1)th variable for the angular phase shift
with Tj 1. We introduce new modied variables needed for the main control law in three successive steps.
[Step 1] Similar to (14), qj is transformed as follows
q0j = Rfqj ; q
00
j =

q0j ;Z
0
j

=

Rfqj ;Z
0
j

(15)
where  + from (7) is used to dene
Z 0j = z
0
max;jc( +) = Rf;3qj cot( +) (16)
where z0max;j = Rf;3qj=s( +) and Rf;3 is the n-th row vector of Rf .
[Step 2] The tracking control error is expressed in terms of the modied composite variable (s00j )
27
s00j = _q
00
j  Tj 1 _q00d +00(q00j  Tj 1q00d) = _q00j   _q00j;r (17)
where 00 = 00In+1 > 0 and Tj 1 is dened in (14). Note that we can compute _q0j;r from _q
00
j;r = [ _q
0
j;r;
_Z 0j;r].
Also, s00j = [s
00
j;other; s
00
j;tr] based on (2).
[Step 3] In order to properly dene the synchronization between multiple agents, u0j and u
00
j are used such
that
u00j := T
T
j 1s
00
j =
h
u0j
u0
jZ0
i
=
"
u0j;other
u0j;tr
u0
jZ0
#
2 Rn+1 (18)
which can be expanded as
u00j = T
T
j 1 _q
00
j   _q00d +00(TTj 1q00j   q00d) (19)
Consequently, the synchronization error between the jth and kth members can be dened independently of
q00d(t)
u00j   u00k = TTj 1 _q00j  TTk 1 _q00k +00(TTj 1q00j  TTk 1q00k) (20)
IV. Phase Synchronization Control
We present the main controller in this section.
A. Phase Synchronization Controller
Given the dynamic model in (1) and the desired trajectories in (4), we should transform the original frame
to the new frame by using the coordinate transformation Rf in (11) such that we can use the phase angle
shift method Tj 1 in (14). By left-multiplying (1) by Rf and qj = RTf Rfqj = R
T
f q
0
j , the dynamic model is
expressed in the new frame ash
RfMj(qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfMj(qj)RTf )n;n
i
q00j
+
h
RfCj(qj ; _qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfCj(qj ; _qj)RTf )n;n
i
_q00j (21)
+
h
RfGj(R
T
f q
0
j)
GjZ0
i
+
h
RfDj(R
T
f q
0
j ;R
T
f _q
0
j)
DjZ0
i
=
h
Rf j(t)
jZ0
i
where (RfMjR
T
f )n;n and (RfCjR
T
f )n;n denote the (n; n) elements of RfMjR
T
f and RfCjR
T
f , respectively.
Similar to (16), we can nd GjZ0 = Rf;3Gj cot( +) and DjZ0 = Rf;3Dj cot( +).
Note that the matrix form in (21) is used due to the replacement of q0j 2 Rn by q00j 2 Rn+1.
The active parameter adaptation is adopted for the purpose of tuning the tracking and diusive coupling
gains. These adaptive coupling gains might initiate a new communication link with neighbors or end the
existing communication links. We assume that all agents can obtain the desired trajectory of the orbit leader
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agent by communications with neighbors in the network. The proposed adaptive formation controller for
the jth member is written ash
Rf j(t)
jZ0
i
=
h
RfM^j(qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfM^j(qj)RTf )n;n
i
q00j;r
+
h
RfC^j(qj ; _qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfC^j(qj ; _qj)RTf )n;n
i
_q00j;r (22)
+

RfD^j(R
T
f q
0
j ;R
T
f _q
0
j)
D^jZ0

+
h
RfGj(R
T
f q
0
j)
GjZ0
i
 
h
0(n 3)1
T0j 1Wjcj
i
 
h
k0s
00
j;other
k1(t)s
00
j;tr
i
+
h 0(n 3)1
k2(t)
2
mo
Pmo
l2Nj(t)T
0
j ls
00
l;tr
i
+Q00j
from which  j(t) can be determined since Rf is invertible. The adaptive coupling gain vector cj is dened
in Sect. C and Wj is a function of the distanced-based connectivity function as discussed in Sect. B. The
hat operator (^) denotes a function of estimated parameters to be discussed in Sect. D. The last term,
Q00j = [01(n 3) R
0
fQj;tr 0]
T , is critical for collision free motions during transient maneuvers (see Sect. E).
Remark 3 The diusive coupling term
k2(t)
2
mo
Pmo
l2Nj(t)T
0
j ls
00
l;tr along with k1(t)s
00
j;tr denes the nominal graph Laplacian matrix Ltr for the con-
stant or time-varying set Nj(t). One condition is that the number of neighbors (= mo) is the same for each
robot (i.e., regular graph). Since this nominal graph structure is augmented by an adaptive graph Laplacian
constructed by cj that permits additional couplings with neighbors, each robot might end up coupled with
a dierent number of neighbors. One example we use in this paper as the nominal graph structure is a
bidirectional ring:
2
mo
moX
l2Nj(t)
T0j ls
00
l;tr =
 
T0j ls
00
l;tr +T
0
j ms
00
m;tr

(23)
B. Distance-Based Connectivity
The coupling gains cj will be varied based on the relative distance between networked EL systems. The
special connectivity %jk between the jth and kth agents is dened as
%jk(djk) =
8<:

1 + ej(d
2
jk r2c;j)
 1
; if djk  dlimit;j
0; otherwise
(24)
where djk := krj   rkk. The variable rc;j is a critical boundary and j determines an inclination of %jk
at djk = rc;j . In (24), dlimit;j is a maximum distance for communications with neighbors. Therefore, if we
dene %limit;j := %jk(dlimit;j) > 0, then the second condition in (24) can be rewritten as
%jk(djk) = 0 if %jk(djk) < %limit;j (25)
Note that dlimit;j can be dened as dlimit;j := kjrc;j with some kj 2 R+. The connectivity %jk has the
following characteristics:
 %jk  constant< 1 with djk < rc;j and slowly decreases as djk approaches rc;j from djk = 0.
 %jk = 0:5 at djk = rc;j .
 %jk decreases fast near djk = rc;j depending on j and decreases gradually as djk (> rc;j) increases.
Remark 4 This connectivity aects the number of communications for each network in the network by
changing j and rc;j in (24). Further, we can choose to impose a hard constraint on the number of com-
municating neighbors by setting the rest of %jk to zero once the number of nonzero %jk's exceeds a certain
threshold value. The idea of using a relative distance is similar to the Cucker-Smale method,5 although
the proposed distance-based connectivity method does not directly aect the stability condition as shown in
Section V.
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C. Adaptation of Diusive Coupling Gains
In addition to the nominal gains (k1; k2), there are dierent types of gains for the jth agent with the kth
agent: cjj and cjk, obtained by the adaptation law in this section. The matrix Wj(u0tr;%j) 2 R3p and the
vector cj 2 Rp1 are dened as
Wj(u0tr;%j) := [%j1u01;tr 99
9 %j2u02;tr 99
9    99
9 %jpu0p;tr]
cj := [cj1; cj2;    ; cjp]T (26)
where cj is a vector whose elements are the tracking and diusive coupling gains for the jth agent. For
example, cjku
0
k;tr = cjku
0
j;tr + cjk(u
0
k;tr   u0j;tr).
We propose the coupling gain adaptation law that adjusts the values of cj so that the graph Lapla-
cians is automatically changed by the current state errors, synchronization errors, and the distance-based
connectivity.
_cj = jProj

cj ; WTj (u0tr;%j)u0j;tr

 jScj (cj)cj (27)
where Proj(; ) denotes the projection method with smooth transition from the original vector eld to a
tangent vector eld,22.15 Also, j = diag(j1; j2;    ; jp) > 0. Each element of the p p diagonal matrix
Scj is some positive constant `k > 0, (1  k  p) if jcj;kj > cmax;j;k, where cmax;j;k is the maximum allowable
jcj;kj, or if %jk(djk) = 0. Otherwise, it is zero.
Remark 5 Wj is a function of %jk(djk) in (24) as well as u0tr. If the relative distance between the jth and
kth agents exceeds dlimit, the kth element in Wj becomes zero due to %jk(djk) = 0. Then, the corresponding
coupling gain cjk will not be updated and exponentially tends to zero due to the damping term in (27).
D. Adaptation for Parametric Uncertainties
The estimated parameters b^j 2 Rl of (1) are adapted by
_^
bj =   jProj

b^j ; YTj (q0j ; _q0j ; _q0j;r; q0j;r)u0j

  jSb^j (b^j)

b^j + sgn(b^j)bmax

(28)
where bmax represents both the boundary of the projection operator Proj(b^j ;YTj u0j) and the known maximum
value of the true unknown value b. Also,"
Yj
YjZ0
#
~bj =: T
T
j 1
"
Yj(q
0
j ; _q
0
j ; _q
0
j;r; q
0
j;r)
YjZ0
#
~bj (29)
where Yjb^j = RfM^jR
T
f q
0
j;r +RfC^jR
T
f _q
0
j;r +RfD^j and YjZ0 b^j = Yj;3b^j cot( + ) from (22) and Yj;3 is
the third row vector of Yj (see (16)). Also,  j = diag(j1; j2;    ; jl) is an l l positive diagonal matrix
for the jth agent. Each diagonal element of the l  l diagonal matrix Sb^j (b^j) is some positive constant &k,
(1  k  l) only if jb^j;kj > bmax;k. Otherwise, it is zero. Each element bmax;k > 0 in bmax is greater than
the corresponding elements jbj;kj in bj (1  j  p). The l l diagonal matrix sgn(b^j) has a sign function of
each element of b^j as its diagonal entries.
E. Collision Avoidance for Reconguration
We introduce a method of collision-avoidance that can be integrated with the main controller in (22). While
the phase dierence on an ellipse already implies collision avoidance, the method in this section considers the
transient maneuvers (e.g., reconguration from arbitrary initial positions). Suppose that there is a collision
surface radius rcol;j for the jth vehicle. If the relative distance between jth and kth vehicles djk is less than
the collision surface radius, i.e., djk < rcol;j , Qj;tr for the jth vehicle in (22) is activated as:
Qj;tr = kQj
X
j 6=k;djk<rcol;j
k _qj;trkk _qk;trk sin(jk=2)n^jk (30)
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where jk = cos
 1

_qj;tr _qk;tr
k _qj;trkk _qk;trk

and kQj > 0 denote design parameters determining the size of collision
avoidance area. Also, n^jk denotes a unit vector:
n^jk =
(
_qj;tr  _qp;tr=k _qj;trk; if jk = 
_qj;tr  _qk;tr=(k _qj;trkk _qk;trk); otherwise
(31)
where _qp;tr is a unit vector which is not parallel to other velocities when considering collisions. Notice that
Qj;tr is activated only when djk < rcol;j , which is smaller than nominal separation distances on ellipses.
V. Main Results of Stability Analysis
A. Closed-Loop Models of Networked EL Systems
Suppose that there are p agents in the network. Then from (21), (22) and (23), the jth closed-loop system
is h
RfMj(qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfMj(qj)RTf )n;n
i
_s00j
+
h
RfCj(qj ; _qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfCj(qj ; _qj)RTf )n;n
i
s00j (32)
 
h
Yj(q
0
j ; _q
0
j ; _q
0
j;r;q
0
j;r)
YjZ0
i
~bj +
h
0(n 3)1
T0j 1Wjcj
i
+
h
k0s
00
j;other
k1s
00
j;tr
i
 
h
0(n 3)1
k2(T0j ls
00
l;tr+T
0
j ms
00
m;tr)
i
=
h
dist;j
jZ0
i
where ~bj 2 Rl is dened as ~bj := b^j   bj where bj is assumed to be constant or slowly varying so that
_~bj =
_^
bj   _bj = _^bj . Also, dist;j denotes a non-vanishing disturbance that might include a nonzero _bj .
In order to show the motion synchronization, the composite variable s00j has to be rotated by T
T
j 1 =
TT ((j   i)) so that s00j can be directly compared with s001 .2 Therefore, rewriting s00j by Tj 1TTj 1s00j and
pre-multiplying (32) by TTj 1 results in
TTj 1
h
RfMj(qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfMj(qj)RTf )n;n
i
Tj 1

| {z }
=: M00j (qj)
TTj 1 _s
00
j
+

TTj 1
h
RfCj(qj ; _qj)R
T
f 0n1
01n (RfCj(qj ; _qj)RTf )n;n
i
Tj 1

| {z }
=: C00j (qj ; _qj)
TTj 1s
00
j
 TTj 1
h
Yj(q
0
j ; _q
0
j ; _q
0
j;r;q
0
j;r)
YjZ0
i
~bj +
h
0(n 3)1
Wj(u0tr;%j)cj
i
+
h
k0s
00
j;other
k1T
0T
j 1s
00
j;tr
i
 
h
0(n 3)1
k2(T0Tl 1s
00
l;tr+T
0T
m 1s
00
m;tr)
i
= TTj 1
h
dist;j
jZ0
i
=:
h
0dist;j
0
jZ0
i
(33)
It might appear as if the dynamic model had (n+ 1) independent variables in (33). However, the (n+ 1)th
variable is just an auxiliary variable, which can be obtained directly from the original ones. Hence, (33) can
be rewritten by using the variables with one prime:
M0j(qj) _u0j + C0j(qj ; _qj)u0j   Yj(q0j ; _q0j ; _q0j;r; q0j;r)~bj
+

k0u
0
j;other
k1u
0
j;tr k2
 
u0l;tr+u
0
m;tr

+Wj(u0tr;%j)cj

=0dist;j (34)
where u0j = [u
0
j;other;u
0
j;tr] as dened in (18). Also, M0j 2 Rnn and C0j 2 Rnn are the rst n n matrices
taken from M00j 2 R(n+1)(n+1) and C00j 2 R(n+1)(n+1): M0j =M0j;other M0j;tr and C0j = C0j;other  C0j;tr.
The coupled dynamic models, obtained by concatenating each component from the closed-loop system
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(34), the coupling gain adaptation law (27) and the parameter estimation law (28), can be written as"
[M0] 0 0
0 [ 1] 0
0 0 [  1]
#
_u0
f _cg
f _~bg

(35)
+
24 [C0]+[L] h 0[W] i  [Y][ 0  [W]T ] [Sc] 0
[Y]T 0 [Sb^]
35 u0fcg
f~bg

=
 f0distg
fPcg
fPbg [Sb^]fbrg

where u0 = [u0other;u
0
tr] with u
0
tr = [u
0
1;tr;    ;u0p;tr], and u0other = [u01;other;    ;u0p;other]. Also, [M0] =
[M0]other [M0]tr with [M0]other =M01;other  M0p;other and [M0]tr =M01;tr  M0p;tr. Similarly, the
block diagonal matrices [C0], [Y] and [W] are dened. Note that fPcg = fPc(c; c)g and fPbg = fPb(b^; b^)g
where
fPc(c;y)g = fProj(c;y;WTu0tr)g   [W]Tu0tr
fPb(b^;y)g = fProj(b^;y; YTu0)g+ [Y]Tu0
fbrg = fbg+ [sgn(fb^g)]fbmaxg
(36)
and Proj(;y;x) = x   rf(y)rf()Tkrf()k2 xf() if f() > 0 and rf()Tx > 0 for a boundary function f().
Otherwise, Proj(;y;x) = x. This additional argument of y will be used in Sect. V for stability analysis.
Denition 1 The closed-loop system (35) has the adaptive graph Laplacian matrix [L]a 2 Rnpnp dened
as
[L]a := [L] + [c] = k0I(n 3)p  ([L]tr + [c]tr) (37)
where [L] = k0I(n 3)p  [L]tr and [c] = 0(n 3)p  [c]tr. The nominal Laplacian matrix [L]tr, dened from
the main control law (22) with bidirectional couplings, is chosen such that [L]tr > 0. Notice that we used
[W(u0tr;%)]fcg = [c]tru0tr (38)
Hence, each element of the matrix [c]tr denes an adaptive tracking/diusive coupling gain weighted by the
distance-based connectivity function in (24) such that
[c]tr :=
24 %11c11 %12c12  %1pc1p%21c21 %22c22  %2pc2p... ... ... ...
%p1cp1 %p2cp2  %ppcpp
35
 I3 (39)
where the number of nonzero entries for each column equals mn+1 where mn denotes the maximum allowable
number of communication neighbors. Hence, k[c]trk1  cmax(mn + 1) with jcmax;j;kj  cmax, 8j; k. Note
that [c]tr is not a symmetric matrix since cij need not equal cji.
Remark 6 Since the system is nominally on a regular bidirectional graph, as studied in,3 the symmetric
positive denite matrix min([L]tr) = k1   2k2 > 0 if k1(t) > 2k2(t) > 0; 8t for p  3.
Remark 7 The gain adaptation [c]tr in the adaptive Laplacian matrix in (37) considers translational mo-
tions due to the focus on elliptical motions. However, (22) can be modied such that coupling connections
exist for other generalized coordinates u0other
2,3 (i.e., [L]a in (37) has o-diagonal terms for every row).
B. Main Stability Proof
We present the stability proof of the closed-loop system.
Lemma 3 Contraction Analysis.16 Suppose there is a smooth nonlinear non-autonomous system _x(t) =
f(x(t); t) where x(t) 2 Rn. A virtual displacement x is dened as an innitesimal displacement at xed
time, and (x; t) is a smooth coordinate transformation of the virtual displacement such that z = x.
Then if there exists a positive  and a uniformly positive denite metric, M(x; t) = (x; t)T(x; t), such
that
d
dt

zT z

=
d
dt

xTM(x; t)x

(40)
= xT

_M+

@f
@x
T
M+M
@f
@x

x   2xTM(x; t)x
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Then all system trajectories converge exponentially fast to a single trajectory regardless of the initial condi-
tions (z; x ! 0), i.e., contracting at a rate of . The proof16 immediately follows from the exponential
stability of kzk =
p
zT z, which is deduced from (40).
Lemma 3 is very useful for proving the stability of EL systems. Note that the inertia matrix Mj(qj) in
(1) can be chosen as the metric M(x; t) in (40). For example, consider an observer-like virtual system of
M(q) _y + C(q; _q)y +Ky = 0 with two particular solutions y = 0 and y = s, where s is some composite
variable similar to (17). By regarding the virtual dynamics as only functions of y, i.e., M(q) = M(t),
we can straightforwardly prove the global exponential stability of the system. Then, the stability of q
can be deduced from s in a hierarchical fashion, as shall be seen in the next lemma. If we use Lyapunov
stability theory instead, we often need to use an ad-hoc Lyapunov function with a cross-term (e.g., V =
sTM(q)s+ ~qT ~q+ sTM(q)~q, 9).
Lemma 4 Contraction & Robustness.16 Consider a nonlinear non-autonomous system _x = f(x; t) which
is contracting with a contraction rate . Let P1(t) be a trajectory of the system. If there exists a perturbed
system _x = f(x; t) + d(x; t) and its trajectory P2(t), then the distance R(t) =
R P1
P2
kz(t)k satises 8t  t0
R(t)  e (t t0)R(t0) + 1  e
 (t t0)

sup
x;t
kdk;
and, as t!1, R(t)  sup
x;t
k(x; t)d(x; t)k (41)
Proof: After dierentiating R(t) =
R P1
P2
kz(t)k, we can obtain _R + R  kdk. Then, we can apply the
comparison lemma [13, p.102-103, p. 350-353] to estimate the bound of R(t). 
Equivalently, we can compute an ultimate bound, which is true for t  t0 + T , 9T instead of t ! 1 as
in Lemma 4, since a globally exponentially stable system is input-to-state stable (ISS).13
Lemma 5 Robust Hierarchical Connection.16 The hierarchically combined system with a generalized Jaco-
bian matrix

F11 0
F21 F22

is assumed to be subject to a perturbed ow eld of [d1;d2]. Then, the path length
integral Ri(t) =
R P2
P1
kzik, i = 1; 2 between the original and perturbed dynamics can be written as
_R1 + jmax(F11)jR1  k1d1k (42)
_R2 + jmax(F22)jR2  k2d2k+
Z P2
P1
kF21kkz1k
Theorem 6 The coupled EL systems (35) globally exponentially converge to their desired trajectories with
bounded errors such that the distance R2(t) =
R (TTj 1q00j )0
q0d(t)
kzk between each [In0n1]TTj 1q00j and the desired
trajectory q0d(t) exponentially tends to the following ball with a contraction rate of k0=max(H(q))
R2(t)  max(H(q))
00k0min(H(q))

kfdistgk+ k[Y]f~bgk

(43)
where 00 > 0 is from s00j in (17) and [H(q)] = [M0(q)] [ 1]o  [  1]o, if the time-varying gains (k1(t) 
2k2(t) > 0; k2(t) > 0, 8t) verify
k1(t)  2k2(t) = k0   min
 
[c(t)]tr;i + [c(t)]
T
tr;i
2
!
(44)
as well as min([Sb^])  k0 and min([Sc])  k0.
Proof: Previously, we obtained the closed-loop dynamic model for p agents in (35), each of which has p
adaptive coupling gains and l unknown physical parameters. We further analyze the system based on the
location of the elements in fcg and f~bg.
fcg =
h
fcgo
fcgi
i
; f~bg =
h
f~bgo
f~bgi
i
(45)
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where the subscript o and i denote the concatenation of the states located outside and inside their boundaries
of the projection operator, respectively. Since the exponential convergence of fcgi and f~bgi cannot be
guaranteed, we regard them as disturbances. Then, (35) becomes
[H(q)]

_u0
f _cgo
f _~bgo

+
24 [C0]+[L] h 0[W]o i  [Y]o[ 0  [W]To ] [Sc]o 0
[Y]To 0 [Sb^]o
35
| {z }
=:Q(q; _q;u0)

u0
fcgo
f~bgo

=
"
f0distg 
h
0
[W]i
i
fcgi+[Y]if~bgi
fPcgo
fPbgo [Sb^]ofbrgo
#
(46)
where [L] = k0I(n 3)p  [L]tr from (37).
An observer-like virtual system of y = (y1;y2;y3) for (46) can be written as
[H(q)] _y + [Q((q; _q;u0))]y + [c]i y1 (47)
 

0
fPc(c;y2)go
fPb(b^;y3+b)go [Sb^]ofbrgo

=

f0distg+[Y]if~bgi
0
0

where we used [ 0; [W]i ] fcgi = [c]tr;iu0tr. Also, fPc(c;y2)g, fPb(b^;y3 + b)g, and fbrg are given in (36).
By comparing (46) and (47), we can nd that this virtual system has the following particular solution:
y1 = u
0 dened from (19), y2 = fcgo, y3 = f~bgo. Obviously, y1 = 0 is not a solution of (47), in contrast
with its unperturbed system that is obtained by setting the righthand side (RHS) of (47) zero. We dene a
squared virtual length V := yT [H(q)]y for (47) and V satises
min([H(q)]) kyk2  V  max([H(q)]) kyk2 (48)
Dierentiating V with respect to time yields
_V =  2yT
"
[L]+
[c]i+[c]i
2 0 0
0 [Sc]o 0
0 0 [Sb^]o
#
y + 2y2
T fPc(c;y2)go
+2y3
T fPb(b^;y3 + b)go   2y3T [Sb^]ofbrgo
  2yT
"
[L]+
[c]i+[c]i
2 0 0
0 [Sc]o 0
0 0 [Sb^]o
#
y (49)
where we used the skew-symmetric property of [ _M0]   2[C0] = ([ _M0]other   2[C0]other)  ([ _M0]tr   2[C0]tr),
based on the assumption in (1). Also, the inequality holds due to the denitions in (36), involving projection
operators as well as f~bgTo (fbg+ [sgn(fb^g)]fbmaxg)o > 0.
Hence, the virtual y-system (47) is contracting i [L]+([c]i+[c]
T
i )=2 = k0I(n 3)p
 
[L]tr + ([c]tr;i + [c]
T
tr;i)=2

>
0. In general, the adaptive Laplacian matrix [c]tr is indenite, and might have eigenvalues with both signs.
Recalling Weyl's theorem11 of min(A) + min(B)  min(A+B), we can obtain
min
 
[L]tr + ([c]tr;i + [c]
T
tr;i)=2
  k0I3p; 9k0 > 0 (50)
if k1(t)  2k2(t) = k0   min
 
([c(t)]tr;i + [c(t)]
T
tr;i)=2

> 0 where the subscript i indicates the matrix of [c]tr
whose entries are within the boundary, and we used min([L]tr) = k1   2k2.
As a result, it follows from (44) and (48-50)
_V   2k0 kyk2   2 k0
max(H(q))
V (51)
which indicates that the virtual y system is contracting (i.e., all of its solutions converge to each other) by
Lemma 3. Without the RHS of (47) (i.e., no disturbance terms), this would imply that u0 exponentially
tends to 0 from any initial conditions. In the presence of disturbances, we need to quantify the size of the
error ball.
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Following Lemma 4, we dene the distance between trajectories of (47) and its unperturbed dynamics as
R1(t) =
R P2
P1
kzk = R P2
P1
kyk with T = H(q). Computing the time-derivative of R1(t) results in
_R1(t) +
k0
max(H(q))
R1(t)  k T kkf0distg+ [Y]if~bgik
After exponential transients (t!1), the path integral between y1 = u0(t) and y1 = 0 can be dened asZ u0
0
ky1k  max(H(q))
k0min(H(q))

kfdistgk+ k[Y]f~bgk

since the modeling error k[Y]if~bgik  k[Y]f~bgk and ky1k  kyk.
Based on (19), we can dene the virtual system of y4 hierarchically combined with the system of y in
(47):
_y4 + 
00Inpy4   f _q0d(t)g   00Inpfq0d(t)g = y1 (52)
where fq0d(t)g is obtained by stacking the common q0d(t) p times. This has a particular solution of y4 =
f(TTq00)0g and y1 = u0 where f(TTq00)0g denotes a concatenated vector of the rst n-elements of each
TTj 1q
00
j 2 Rn+1. Another solution is y4 = fq0d(t)g with y1 = 0.
Consequently, the path integral R2(t) from (43) veries
_R2(t) + 
00R2(t)  sup
t
R u0
0
ky1k (53)
Hence, by applying Lemmas 4 and 5, we can nd that the error converges to a ball dened by (43) as
t!1. 
Corollary 7 One drawback of (44) is that computing min
 
[c(t)]tr;i + [c(t)]
T
tr;i

in realtime can be com-
putationally expensive for a very large network (i.e., large p) unless the idea of fragmentation is used (see
Sect D). A more conservative bound of [c]tr can be used to compute the xed gains k1 and k2. A trade-o
is that this leads to a larger gain for a large p than (44).
k1   2k2 = k0 +min
p
((p 1)%m+%0)(mn%m+%0)cmax
(mn%m+%0)cmax

(54)
where we assume that the maximum values of the distance-based connectivity function %jk(djk) < 1 are
known a priori as %0 = supj %jj(0) (for the self-gain) and %m (for neighbors, j 6= k). Also, we used k[c]tr;ik 
k[c]trk, k[c]trk1  ((p  1)%m + %0)cmax, k[c]trk1  (mn%m + %0)cmax, and k[c]trk =
pk[c]trk1k[c]trk1 while
mn is the maximum number of neighbors for [c]tr. Also, the spectral density ([c]tr)  k[c]trk for any norm
is used. If %m is not known, we can use %m < %0 < 1.
Remark 8 The phase synchronization law in (22) suggests a exible control design for a complex networked
EL system since a control designer need not x the coupling gains and network topologies a priori. This is
useful when robots go through numerous recongurations.
C. Tighter Error Bounds for Synchronization
We show herein that the control law (22) guarantees both faster and tighter synchronization of the coupled
variables than tracking. Since u0other are not coupled (see Remark 7), we consider only the translational
motions in this section (i.e., qj 2 R3 and u0 = u0tr).
Denition 2 Synchronization ow-invariant manifold. According to (19), each transformed composite vari-
able u0j is expressed with respect to the common leader trajectory q
0
d(t). Since the dierence between u
0
j and
u0k cancels this common q
0
d(t) (20), the synchronization manifold is dened as V
T
syncu
0
tr = 0 where the matrix
Vsync 2 R3p3(p 1) is an orthonormal matrix of eigenvalues of [L]tr other than [1] = 1pp [I3; I3;    ; I3]T 2
R3p3 (i.e., Vtr =

[1]; Vsync

, VtrV
T
tr = V
T
trVtr = I3p). Since [L]tr represents a regular graph, [1] should
be its eigenvectors. By spectral decomposition,3 VTtr[L]trVtr veries
=
h
[1]T [L]tr[1] [1]
T [L]trVsync
VTsync[L]tr[1] V
T
sync[L]trVsync
i
=
h
(k1 2k2)I3 0
0 Ds
i
(55)
where the block diagonal matrix Ds = V
T
sync[L]trVsync veries min(Ds) > k1   2k2.
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By pre-multiplying (46) by VTtr, we can obtain
VTtr[M0]Vtr _yv +VTtr ([C0] + [L] + [c]sym)Vtryv = VTtrd(t)
where d(t) = f0distg + [Y]f~bg and [c]sym = ([c] + [c]T )=2. This system has yv = VTtru0tr as its particular
solution. Furthermore, yv = V
T
tru
0
tr can be decomposed into tracking and synchronization errors:
yv =
h
yt
ys
i
=
h
[1]Tu0tr
VTsyncu
0
tr
i
(56)
Theorem 8 Synchronization occurs faster than tracking control, and the synchronization error is smaller
than the tracking control error if k[1]Td(t)k > kVTsyncd(t)k.
Proof: Similar to (49), we dene the modied virtual length Vv = y
T
v
 
VTtr[M0]Vtr

yv
_Vv   2yTvVTtr ([L] + [c]sym)Vtryv (57)
From (55), VTtr([L] + [c]sym)Vtr > 0 is equivalent toh
(k1 2k2)I3 0
0 Ds
i
+ [c]sym (58)

h
(k1 2k2)I3+min([c]sym)I3 0
0 Ds+min([c]sym)I3(p 1)
i
> 0
The gains k1 and k2 can be chosen to ensure that the contraction rate for synchronization (s) is larger than
that of tracking control (t)
s =
Ds + min([c]sym)
max([1]T [M0][1]) > t =
k1   2k2 + min([c]sym)
max(VTsync[M0]Vsync)
since min(Ds) > k1   2k2. Furthermore, if k[1]Td(t)k > kVTsyncd(t)k (i.e., the disturbance ow eld
is more codirectional), the synchronization error is smaller than the tracking error since k[1]Td(t)k=t >
kVTsyncd(t)k=s and assuming the cross-coupling terms, k[1]T [M0]Vsynck and k[1]T [C0]Vsynck are suciently
small. 
D. Hierarchical Decomposition for Multiple Ellipses
For Theorem 6, we assumed that agents are located in the same elliptical orbit. The formation control and
phase synchronization controller in (22) can be modied for phase synchronization in multiple ellipses if the
ellipses share the same relative orbital plane.
Corollary 9 If the p agents follow multiple concentric ellipses in the same plane, Theorems 6 and 8 hold
with h
Rf j(t)
jZ0
i
=

Yj(q
0
j ; _q
0
j ; _q
0
j;r;q
0
j;r)b^j
YjZ0 b^j

+
h
RfGj(R
T
f q
0
j)
GjZ0
i
+

 k0s00j;other
 k1(t)s00j;tr+k2(t) 2mo
Pmo
i2Nj(t)j is
00
i;tr

 
h
0(n 3)1
Wj(s
00
tr;%j)cj
i
where s00i;tr denotes the composite variable of the translational motion for the ith agent, dened in (17) and
j i =
lmin;j
lmin;1
T0((j   1)j)

lmin;i
lmin;1
T0((i  1)i)
 1
=
lmin;j
lmin;i
T0((j   1)j   (i  1)i) (59)
s00tr =

j 1s001;tr; j 2s
00
2;tr;    ; j ps00p;tr

where j is the phase angle dierence of the jth agent in its ellipse, and lmin;j is the radius of the elliptical
orbit where the jth agent is located.
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Proof: The proof follows the proof of Theorem 6 by replacing T0j l and T
0T
j l by j l and 
 1
j l. 
Remark 9 Concurrent Synchronization by Hierarchical Connections. If the number of robots (= p) in the
network increases, the computational burden of computing k1(t) and k2(2) increases (44) or we need larger
gains from (54). One method of avoiding the curse of dimensionality is to use fragmentation, i.e., the network
is divided into subgroups. We can achieve the concurrent synchronization3 of multiple subgroups by picking
a leader trajectory input (qd(t)) from a dierent orbit or ellipse. Such an exploitation of mixing two dierent
types of inputs (leader-follower and diusive couplings) results in hierarchical decomposition of a complex
network. In this case, cj can be limited to only members in the subgroup, so that the structure of the
adaptive system can be simpler in terms of the computation and communication burdens. Corollary 9 can
be used to dene phase synchronization between dierent elliptical orbits.
VI. Numerical Simulation and Discussion
We show the eectiveness of the proposed synchronization controller by investigating a challenging sce-
nario of reconguring 50 spacecraft (S/C) from uniformly distributed initial conditions ([ 0:25; 0:25] km) to
four dierent elliptical orbits. We assume that 5, 10, 15, 20 S/C are placed from the 1st to the 4th target
relative orbits, where the size between the rst and ith ellipses (i = 2; 3; 4) is i.
We use (3) in Example 1 for the relative motion of each spacecraft with respect to the chief (mean)
orbital motion. We choose mj = 100 kg, Aj = 1 m
2, CD = 2:0, and [a0; e0; i0; 
0; !0; 0] =
[RE+400; 0; 45
; 30; 0; 10], where RE denotes the radius of the Earth. kdistkmax=mj = 10 5 km=s2.
The virtual leader trajectory (qd(t)) in 1st orbit is determined by xd;0 = 0:5 km, yd;0 = 0:5 km,
zd;0 = 0:25 km, _zd;0 = 10
 3 km=s and (5). Then, we can obtain the the new frame for phase synchro-
nization as follows: ae = 0:5590 km, zmax = 0:2539 km,  e0 =  63:43,  z0 = 79:98, lmin = 0:6094 km,
lmax = 1:1205 km. We can compute  x = 89:62
 and R0f =
h
0:9171  0:0365 0:3969
 0:3290 0:4929 0:8055
 0:2250  0:8693 0:4400
i
. For the controller in (22),
k1 = 3, k2 = 1, 
00 = 0:1, j = 10I, cmax;j;k = 1, cj(0) = 0, rcol;j = 50 m, kQ = 1, and _qp,tr = 1=
p
3[1 1 1]T .
For the communication, no more than 4 connections with neighbors are allowed (mn = 4) and the parameter
adaptation law in (28) is turned o.
Figure 4 shows the closed-loop trajectories of 50 S/C in 3D during the rst 1000 s. Note that after
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Figure 4. Trajectories of the 50 S/C for 1000 s.
reaching their target relative orbits, S/C follow their desired trajectories without a drift. The upper gure in
Fig. 5 shows that the x0j trajectories of the 50 spacecraft synchronize to the virtual leader trajectory, where
x0j is obtained by the scaling and phase shift operations of 1 j in (59).
The bottom gure in Fig. 5 shows the adaptive gain variations for the 25th S/C, which is located in the
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3rd ring. The adaptive gains do not have values during 15 sec due to the zero initial conditions. Note that
the 25th S/C has gains only for four of its neighbors: the 12th S/C (2nd ring),the 26th S/C (3rd ring), the
43rd and 44th S/C (4th ring).
In order to evaluate the performance, we compare the proposed synchronization controller and the nom-
inal gain-based controller with properly tuned gains. We assume that all S/C are initially located at the
origin. The rst gure in Fig. 6 shows the convergence time , dened as the longest time among all S/C
for kqj;tr   qd;j;trk  1 m 8j = 1; 2;    ; 50, with respect to the size of the orbits (the number denotes the
ratio to the orbit dened previously in this section.) with the same amount of fuel for recongurations. As
the orbit size gets bigger, the proposed synchronization controller makes the S/C converge faster due to the
gain adaptation law. On the other hand, based on the same convergence time, the proposed synchronization
controller with the adaptive graph Laplacian uses less fuel (V ) for the reconguration than the nominal
xed gain controller (the bottom gure in Fig. 6). This result can be interpreted in terms of the adaptive
gain prole that is varied as a function of (u0), as shown in Fig. 5. Through these results of simulation, we
showed that the proposed phase synchronization controller more eciently synchronized the motions of the
spacecraft during the recongurations of the swarm.
VII. Conclusions
We presented a new formation control and phase synchronization strategy for robotic networks comprised
of EL systems moving in elliptical orbits. The proposed coordinate transformation and phase angle shift
method facilitates phase angle rotations in arbitrary ellipses, which is essential to the phase synchronization
control law. The nonlinear stability proofs of the closed-loop system were constructed by applying robust
contraction analysis to virtual systems that resemble nonlinear observers, thereby establishing a connec-
tion to incremental stability. The error bound of the proposed synchronization control law is shown to be
smaller than that of an uncoupled control law. This justies the use of a synchronization framework when
the synchronization error should be kept smaller than a tracking error (e.g., stellar interferometers). An-
other contribution of the paper lies in the adaptive scheme of automatically computing evolving network
topologies, thereby eliminating the need for dening a \xed" communication or relative sensing topology
for synchronization stability. This result is useful especially when we deal with a large number of agents in
robotic networks that perform arbitrary reconguration maneuvers. While the main motivation of this work
stemmed from controlling a large number of rigid bodies in space, the proposed adaptive graph Laplacian
framework is applicable to coupled dynamical systems comprised of arbitrary EL systems whether or not
they move in elliptical orbits.
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